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---------------------------PICTURE BOOKS-------------------------------

E 	Alexander, Martha G.
ALE 	   I sure am glad to see you, Blackboard Bear : story and pictures  by 
	Martha Alexander. -- New York : Dial Press, c1976.
	   [32] p. : col. ill. ; 15 x 19 cm.
	  Summary:   Little Anthony's bear is immensely helpful when he has to deal with 
	   other children who are teasing, selfish, or bullying.  
	   ISBN: 0803740026 : - $4.95.
	  Subject:   
	   Interpersonal relations - Fiction. 	   Sharing - Fiction.
	   Bears - Fiction.
___________________________________________________________________________________
 	 	 	 
EASY 	Aubrey, Annette.
AUB 	   The Rainbow Club  Annette Aubrey ; illustrated by Patrice Barton. -- 
	Laguna Hills, Calif : QEB, 2007.
	   24 p. : col. ill. ; 29 cm. (Understanding ...) 
   Summary:  Explores the issue of bullying as the Green Team treats the other 
	   children badly during a school trip to the zoo.
	   Accelerated Reader.  	   ISBN: 9781595663931 
	      Subject:   Bullying - Juvenile fiction.
___________________________________________________________________________________
EASY 	Best, Cari.
BES 	   Shrinking Violet  by Cari Best ; illustrated by Giselle Potter. -- New 
	York : Farrar, 2003.
	   unp. : col. ill. ; 27 cm. + 1 sound cassette (16 min.)
	   Summary:  Violet, who is very shy and hates for anyone to look at her in   
     school, finally comes out of her shell when she is cast as Lady Space in a 
	   play about the solar system and saves the production from disaster. 
	   One side of sound cassette contains page-turn signals.
	READING LEVEL: 2.9  	   ISBN: 1555928315
                           Subject:   	   Shyness - Fiction.	   School stories.	   Theater - Fiction.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

EASY 	Carlson, Nancy L.
CAR 	   How to lose all your friends  by Nancy Carlson. -- New York : Puffin 
	Books, 1997, c1994.
	   [32] p. : col. ill. ; 23 cm.
	   Summary:  Offers advice on the kinds of things to do if you don't want 
                            to have any friends.
	   READING LEVEL: 2.5.  	   ISBN: 0140558624	   
	   Behavior - Fiction.	   Friendship - Fiction.
_______________________________________________________________________________________




E 	De Paola, Tomie.
DE 	   Oliver Button is a sissy  story and pictures by Tomie de Paola. -- 
	San Diego : Harcourt Brace, c1979.
	Summary:   His classmates' taunts don't stop Oliver Button from doing 
                          what he likes best.	  READING LEVEL: 2.8.  	   ISBN: 0156681404
	   
	   Dance - Fiction.	   Sex role - Fiction.
_______________________________________________________________________________
Call #: 	EASY DE    Author: 	De Paola, Tomie.
Title: 	Trouble in the Barkers' class /  written and illustrated by Tomie dePaola.
Description: 	[32] p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Subject: 	Bullies - Fiction.	Behavior - Fiction. Schools - Fiction.	Twins - Fiction.
Summary: 	When a new girl in the Barkers' class, Carole Anne, acts like a bully, the 
	students try talking to her and ignoring her until Morgie finally discovers what 
	is wrong and finds a way to fix it.
Audience: 	3.7.		 ___________________________________________________________________________________
Call #: 	FIC DEP 
Author: 	DePino, Catherine.
Title: 	Blue cheese breath and stinky feet : how to deal with bullies / written by 
	Catherine DePino ; illustrated by Bonnie Matthews and Charles Beyl.
Publisher: 	Washington, DC : - Magination Press, - c2004.  Description: 	48 p. : col. ill. ; 24 cm.
Subject: 	Bullies - Fiction.
Add. Author: 	Matthews, Bonnie, 1963-, ill.
Summary: 	With his parents' help, Steve devises an eleven-point plan to deal with the 
	school bully.
Audience: 	3.6.
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
E 	Fleming, Virginia M.
FLE 	   Be good to Eddie Lee  Virginia Fleming ; illustrated by Floyd Cooper. 
	-- New York : Philomel, c1993.	   [32] p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Summary:          Although Christy considered him a pest, when Eddie Lee, a boy with 
	   Down Syndrome, follows her into the woods, he shares several 
	   special discoveries with her.   Audience: 4.2.     ISBN: 0399219935
Subject:   Down syndrome - Fiction.	   Mentally handicapped - Fiction.
	 

___________________________________________________________________________________
Call #: 	E HAZ          Author: 	Hazen, Barbara Shook.
Title: 	The knight who was afraid of the dark /  Barbara Shook Hazen ; pictures by 
	Tony Ross.
Description: 	[32] p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Subject: 	Fear - Fiction.
	Knights and knighthood - Fiction.
Add. Author: 	Ross, Tony, ill.
Summary: 	When the castle bully discovers bold Sir Fred is secretly terrified of the dark, 
	he tries to stir up trouble between that brave Knight and his Lady Wendylyn.
	
____________________________________________________________________________
Call #: 	E KLE 
Author: 	Klein, Abby.
Title: 	Don't sit on my lunch! /  by Abby Klein ; illustrated by John McKinley.
Publisher: 	New York : - Scholastic, - c2005. (Ready, Freddy! ; 4.)
Description: 	95 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.
Subject: 	Hockey - Fiction.	Bullies - Fiction.	Sports - Fiction.
	
Summary: 	When first-grader Freddy decides to try out for peewee hockey, his 
	archenemy and school bully Max decides to also try out for the one slot left 
	on the team.
Audience: 	3.2.	
Web Site: 	http://www.loc.gov/catdir/description/schol051/2004007783. html
___________________________________________________________________________________
EASY 	Klein, Abby.
KLE                   Talent show scaredy-pants  by Abby Klein ; illustrated by John 
	McKinley. -- New York : Scholastic, c2005.
	   95 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.
	  Summary:   Freddy is nervous about the first-grade talent show, especially with 
	   Max bullying and teasing him, but Freddy's dad has an idea that 
	   might make Freddy a star and get Max to back off.
	   RL:  2.2.  
	   Web: http:www.loc.govcatdirtocecip04202004016683.html
	   ISBN: 043955604X
	   Subject:   
	   Talent shows - Juvenile fiction.	   Magic tricks - Juvenile fiction.
	   Bullying - Juvenile fiction.                       Schools - Juvenile fiction.
	   Talent shows - Fiction.	                Magic tricks - Fiction.
	   Bullies - Fiction.  	                             Schools - Fiction.
	   McKinley, John, 1956-, ill.
_________________________________________________________________________________
EASY 	Leaf, Munro, 1905-1976.
LEA 	   The story of Ferdinand  by Munro Leaf ; illustrated by Robert 
	Lawson. -- New York : Grosset & Dunlap, 2011.
	   [32] p. : col. ill. ; 21 cm.
	   First published: New York : Viking Press, 1936.
Summary:  Ferdinand likes to sit quietly and smell the flowers, but one day he   gets stung by a bee and his snorting and stomping convince 
	everyone that he is the fiercest of bulls.  RL:	   3.9.  	   ISBN: 044845694X
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Call #: 	E LES        Author: 	Lester, Helen.
Title: 	Hooway for Wodney Wat /  Helen Lester ; illustrated by Lynn Munsinger.
Publisher: 	Boston, Mass. : - Houghton Mifflin, - c1999.
Description: 	32 p. : col. ill. ; 25 cm.
Subject: 	Speech disorders - Fiction. 	School stories.	Bullies - Fiction.	
Summary: 	All his classmates make fun of Rodney because he can't pronounce his 
	name, but it is Rodney's speech impediment that drives away the class bully.
__________________________________________________________________________


Call #: 	EASY LEV   Author: 	Lévy, Janine.
Title: 	Alley oops /  written by Janice Levy ; illustrated by C.B. Decker.
Description: 	[32] p. : col. ill. ; 22 x 28 cm.
Subject: 	Bullies - Fiction.	Father and child - Fiction.	Human behavior - Fiction.
Summary: 	J.J. Jax is a bully at school and likes to make fun of others kids and call them 
	mean names; however, his father finds out and tells him a story about two 
	dogs that live inside every person--a good one and a bad one.
Audience: 	1.7
____________________________________________________________________________
Call #: 	E LOVELL 
Author: 	Lovell, Patty, 1964-.
Title: 	Stand tall, Molly Lou Melon /  written by Patty Lovell ; illustrated by David 
	Catrow.
Description: 	1 v. (unpaged) : col. ill. ; 24 cm.
Subject: 	Self-acceptance - Fiction.	Grandmothers - Fiction.	Bullies - Fiction.
Summary: 	Even when the class bully at her new school makes fun of her, Molly 
	remembers what her grandmother told her and she feels good about 
                   herself.
___________________________________________________________________________________
EASY 	Ludwig, Trudy.
LUD 	   Just kidding  by Trudy Ludwig ; illustrations by Adam Gustavson. -- 
	Berkeley, Calif. : Tricycle Press, c2006.
	   [29] p. : col. ill. ; 26 cm.
	   Summary: With help from his father, older brother, and teacher, D.J. learns 
     how to handle a classmate who claims that his mean-spirited "teasing" is 
	   just a joke.  RL:   3.1  	   ISBN: 1582461635
	   Subject:   
	   Bullying - Juvenile fiction.		   Teasing - Juvenile fiction.
	   Self-confidence - Juvenile fiction.	   Interpersonal relations - Juvenile fiction.
	   Schools - Juvenile fiction.  	   	   Bullies - Fiction.
	   Teasing - Fiction.			   Self-confidence - Fiction.
	   Interpersonal relations - Fiction.	   Schools - Fiction.
___________________________________________________________________________________
E 	Martin, Francesca.
MAR                 Clever Tortoise : a traditional African tale  [by] Francesca Martin. -- 
	Cambridge, MA : Candlewick, 2000.
	   unp. : col. ill. ; 24 cm.
	  Summary:  Clever Tortoise leads the other jungle animals in teaching bullying 
	   Elephant and Hippopotamus a lesson by tricking them into engaging 
	   in a tug of war with each other.	Audience: K-3.  	   ISBN: 0763605069
	   
	   Subject: Folklore - Tanzania. 	   Animals - Folklore.
____________________________________________________________________________
	
Call #: 	E M       Author: 	Mayer, Gina.
Title: 	Just a bully / by Gina and Mercer Mayer.
Publisher: 	New York : - Golden Books, - 1999.
Description: 	[24] p. : col. ill. ; 21 cm.
Subject: 	Bullying - Fiction.	Brothers and sisters - Fiction.
Add. Author: 	Mayer, Mercer, 1943-
Note: 	"Mercer Mayer's little critter."	"A Golden book."
Summary: 	The little critter is saved from a bully by his sister.
Audience: 	2.1	
                       Bullying - Fiction.	   Brothers and sisters - Fiction.
____________________________________________________________________________



Call #: 	E ONE    Author: O'Neill, Alexis, 1949-.
Title: 	The Recess Queen /  by Alexis O'Neill ; illustrated by Laura Huliska-Beith.
Description: 	[32] p. : col. ill. ; 29 cm.
Subject: 	Bullies - Fiction.
	School stories.
Summary: 	Mean Jean is the biggest bully on the school playground until a new girl 
	arrives and challenges Jean's status as the Recess Queen.
Audience: 	3.1.
_________________________________________________________________________	   	   

EASY 	Otoshi, Kathryn.
OTO 	   One  by Kathryn Otoshi. -- [San Rafael, CA] : KO Kids Books, c2008.
	   [34] p. : col. ill. ; 24 x 26 cm.
	   Summary: Red picks on Blue while Yellow, Orange, Green, and Purple wonder 
	   what they can do until One unites the colors and helps everybody 
	   learn about acceptance, tolerance, and boundaries amidst bullying 
	   while the reader learns numbers and primary and secondary colors.
	   3.4     	   ISBN: 0972394648
	  Subject:  Bullying - Juvenile fiction.	   Colors - Juvenile fiction.        Counting.
____________________________________________________________________________
Call #: 	E PEN            Author: Penn, Audrey, 1947-.
Title: 	Chester Raccoon and the big bad bully /  by Audrey Penn ; illustrated by 
	Barbara L. Gibson.
Subject: 	Bullies - Fiction. - 	Conflict management - Fiction. - Nonviolence - Fiction.
	Raccoon - Fiction.
	
Summary: 	When Chester tells his mother about the school bully, she asks him to gather 
	his friends to hear a story about getting along with people who are prickly.
____________________________________________________________________________

Call #: 	E POL    Author: 	Polacco, Patricia.
Title: 	Mr. Lincoln's way /  Patricia Polacco.
Publisher: 	New York : - Philomel, - c2001.
Description: 	[41] p. : col. ill. ; 29 cm.
Subject: 	Bullies – Fiction - Prejudices - Fiction. - Birds - Fiction.  	
                   School superintendents and  principals - Fiction. - 	School stories.
Summary: 	When Mr. Lincoln, "the coolest principal in the whole world," discovers that 
	Eugene, the school bully, knows a lot about birds, he uses this interest to 
	help Eugene overcome his intolerance.
____________________________________________________________________________________

EASY 	Scieszka, Jon.
SCI 	   Zoom! boom! bully  by Jon Scieszka ; characters and environments 
	developed by the Design Garage ; [illustrations] David Shannon, 
	Loren Long, David Gordon. -- 1st Aladdin Paperbacks ed. -- New York : 
	Aladdin Paperbacks, 2008.  (Jon Scieszka's Trucktown series) 
	
	   Summary:  Big Rig loves to smash items delivered to a construction site, 
	   including barrels, crates, tires, and even his own birthday presents.
	   Reading Level:  K-1  
	   Web: http:www.loc.govcatdirenhancementsfy08102007027258-d.html
	   ISBN: 1416941398
	      Subject:   
	   Trucks - Juvenile fiction.	   Construction equipment - Juvenile fiction.
	   Bullying - Juvenile fiction.	   Trucks - Fiction.
	   Construction equipment - Fiction.	   Bullies - Fiction.
	   __________________________________________________________________________________
EASY 	Wilhelm, Hans, 1945-
WIL 	 I hate bullies!  by Hans Wilhelm. -- New York : Scholastic, [2011], 	c2005.
	   Summary:  	   Noodles the dog comes up with a plan involving a water hose to   
   get back at a bully who stole his bone.  ISBN: 0439701392	   
	   Dogs - Juvenile fiction.
	   Bullying - Juvenile fiction.
------------------------------CHAPTER BOOKS------------------------------


FIC 	Cabot, Meg.
CAB 	   The new girl  Meg Cabot. -- 1st ed. -- New York : Scholastic Press, 
	2008.  	   222 p. ; 20 cm.
	   Summary:  	Guided by her rules, nine-year-old Allie works to get past being just 
	   the new girl at school, eagerly awaits the arrival of her kitten, and 
	   faces turmoil when her grandmother visits while the family is still 
	   settling into their new home.	  R.L: 5.0.  	   ISBN: 0545040493
     Subject:   	   
  Bullies - Fiction.  	 Grandmothers - Fiction.	   Rules (Philosophy) - Fiction.       
  Moving - Fiction.	  Friendship - Fiction.	 Family life - Fiction.	   School stories.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
FIC 	Peters, Stephanie True, 1965-.
CHR 	   Lacrosse face-off  text by Stephanie Peters. -- 1st ed. -- New York : 
	Little, Brown, 2006.	   116 p. ; 20 cm.	   "Matt Christopher.".
	Summary: Eleven-year-old Garry, embarrassed when his unathletic brother 
	   joins his lacrosse team, faces a bigger problem when the team bully 
	   turns on both of them.  ISBN: 0316013927 (hardcover)

	   Web: http:www.loc.govcatdirenhancementsfy07422004027841-b.html
	   	     Subject:   
	   Teamwork (Sports) - Fiction.	   Bullies - Fiction.
	   Sportsmanship - Fiction.	   Lacrosse - Fiction.	   Brothers - Fiction.	   
	   ___________________________________________________________________________________	
Call #: 	FIC COR 
Author: 	Corbett, Scott.
Title: 	The lemonade trick. /  Illustrated by Paul Galdone.
Publisher: 	Boston : - Little, Brown, - [1960]
Description: 	103 p. : illus. ; 22 cm.
Add. Author: 	Galdone, Paul.
Summary: 	A mysterious potion mixed by Kerby with his chemistry set has a beneficial 
	effect on the neighborhood bully but also wreaks havoc at the Sunday 
                   School pageant. 
____________________________________________________________________________________
Call #: 	FIC COV    Author: 	Coville, Bruce.
Title: 	The monster's ring.  
Publisher: 	New York : - Simon & Schuster, - 1987.
Description: 	87 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.
Summary: 	A timid boy, eager to frighten the school bully on Halloween night, acquires a magic ring and the power to change himself into a hideous monster.
Subject: 	Monsters - Fiction.	Halloween - Fiction.   	Magic - Fiction.
__________________________________________________________________________

FIC 	Dadey, Debbie.
DAD 	   King of the kooties  [by] Debbie Dadey ; ill. by Kevin O'Malley. -- 
	New York : Walker, 1999.	   84 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.
	   Nate's new friend Donald is being teased by the meanest girl in 
	   fourth grade, but after several failed attempts, he comes up with a 
	   plan to make her stop.	   3.  
	   ISBN: 0802787096
	   
	   Teasing - Fiction.	   Bullies - Fiction.	   School stories.

____________________________________________________________________________________
FIC 	Greene, Constance C.
GRE 	   The ears of Louis  [by] Constance C. Greene, Illustrated by Nola 
	Langner. -- [1st ed.] -- New York : Viking Press, [1974]
	   Summary: A small boy with big ears tries to cope with the teasing and bullying 
	   of his classmates.  	   ISBN: 0670287180 
	   
	  Subject:   Prejudices - Fiction.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Call #: 	FIC GRE 
Author: 	Greenburg, Dan.
Title: 	The worst bully in the entire universe /  by Dan Greenburg ; illustrations by 
	Greg Swearingen. (Maximum Boy ; 8.)
Publisher: 	New York : - Scholastic, - c2003.  Description: 	127 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.
Subject: 	Heroes - Fiction.
	Women heroes - Fiction.  	Bullies - Fiction.  	Popularity - Fiction.
Summary: 	Maximum Boy and Girl set off for outer space to send the Worst Bully in the 
	Entire Universe, an unrepentant prankster, to another galaxy.  Audience: 4.8
____________________________________________________________________________________

Call #: 	FIC HAHN 
Author: 	Hahn, Mary Downing.
Title: 	Stepping on the cracks /  Mary Downing Hahn.
Description: 	216 p. : map ; 22 cm.
Summary: 	In 1944, while her brother is overseas fighting in World War II, 
eleven-year-old Margaret gets a new view of the school bully Gordy when  she  finds him hiding his own brother, an army deserter, and decides to help him.

Subject: 	World War, 1939-1945 – U.S - Fiction.	Bullies - Fiction./	Historical fiction.
_______________________________________________________________

Call #: 	FIC HIS 
Author: 	Hiser, Constance.
Title: 	Ghosts in fourth grade /  by Constance Hiser ; drawings by Cat Bowman 
	Smith.
Publisher: 	New York : - Holiday House, - c1991.Description: 	68 p. : ill. ; 23 cm.
Summary: 	James and his friends turn the old Hathaway house into a haunted house to 
	scare Mean Mitchell, the class bully, on Halloween night.
Subject: 	Haunted houses - Fiction.	Bullies - Fiction.	Halloween - Fiction.
__________________________________________________________________________

FIC 	Kessler, Liz.
KES 	   Emily Windsnap and the monster from the deep  Liz Kessler ; 
	illustrations by Sarah Gibb. -- 1st U.S. ed. -- Cambridge, MA : 
	Candlewick Press, 2006, c2004.	   219 p. : ill., map ; 21 cm.
	   Summary: Reunited with her merman father and now living on an island 
	   located in the Bermuda Triangle, twelve-year-old Emily accidentally 
	   awakens the fearsome kraken and also faces a bully from her past.
	   RL:  4.0.  	   ISBN: 0763625043
	   Subject:
	   Mermaids - Fiction.	   Monsters - Fiction.	   Bullies - Fiction.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Call #: 	FIC KRU 
Author: 	Krulik, Nancy E.
Title: 	Anyone but me /  by Nancy Krulik ; illustrated by John & Wendy.
Publisher: 	New York : - Grosset & Dunlap, - c2002.
Description: 	76 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.  Add. Series: Krulik, Nancy E. Katie Kazoo, switcheroo ; 1.

Subject: 	Hamsters - Fiction.	School stories.	Humorous fiction.
Summary: 	Third-grader Katie Carew gains insight into the thinking of the class bully 
	when she is magically transformed into a hamster--an animal the bully fears.
Audience: 	3.9.	
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Call #: 	FIC LUT       Author: 	Lutz, Norma Jean.
Title: 	Trouble on the Ohio River /  Norma Jean Lutz.
Publisher: 	Philadelphia, Pa. : - Chelsea House Publishers, - 2000.
Description: 	143 p. : ill. 24 cm.
Subject: 	Cousins - Fiction.	Orphans - Fiction.	Bullies - Fiction.
	
Geog. Subj.: 	Cincinnati (Ohio) - History - Fiction.
Note: 	Includes bibliographical references (p. [144]) and index.
Summary: 	In early nineteenth-century Cincinnati, ten-year-old Lucy Lankford, eagerly 
	awaits the arrival of her new piano and, along with her recently orphaned 
	cousin, Ben Allerton, tries to find out why the school bully is so attached to a 
	worn remnant of flowered fabric.            Audience: 	5.5
___________________________________________________________________________________

FIC 	Maddox, Jake.
MAD 	   On the line  by Jake Maddox ; illustrated by Sean Tiffany. -- 
	Minneapolis : Stone Arch Books, c2007.
	   65 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.	   "Text by Bob Temple."
	   Summary:  After breaking his arm during the first day of try-outs last season, 
	   Robby is determined to make the football team this year, but to do 
	   so he must face his own fears and the bully who tackled him the 
	   year before.  RL:   3.2  
	   Web: http:www.loc.govcatdirtocecip0692006006079.html
	   ISBN: 159889062X
	   Subject:
	   Football - Juvenile fiction.	   Self-confidence - Juvenile fiction.
	   Bullying - Juvenile fiction.	   Teamwork (Sports) - Juvenile fiction.
___________________________________________________________________________________	
FIC 	Martin, Ann M., 1955-.
MAR 	   September surprises  Ann M. Martin. -- New York : Scholastic, 
	   c2008.	   189 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.
	   Olivia, having just started seventh grade, ends up becoming the 
	   target of bullies and a popular, older girl and has to find a way to 
	   grow up fast.	      RL:     4.7.  	   ISBN: 043986884X
	   Subject:
	   Bullies - Fiction.	   School stories.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
FIC 	Mead, Alice.
MEA 	   Junebug and the Reverend  Alice Mead. -- New York : Dell Yearling, 
	[2000], c1998.	   186 p. ; 20 cm.	   Sequel to: Junebug.
	   Summary:   Having moved out of the housing project and into a new home   
    along with his mother and sister, ten-year-old Junebug discovers that 
	   bullies are everywhere and that the elderly can make great friends.
	   RL:     4.2.  	   ISBN: 0440415713
	   Subject:
	   Single-parent families - Fiction.	   Old age - Fiction.
	   Bullies - Fiction.        	           African Americans - Fiction.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________





FIC 	Moss, Marissa.
MOS 	 Amelia's bully survival guide  :   Previously published under the title: Amelia  
                            takes command. by Marissa Moss. -- New York : Simon & 
	Schuster Books for Young Readers, 2006.	   [40] p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 21 cm.
	  Summary	   Middleton, Wis. : Pleasant Co., 1998.
	   Amelia starts fifth grade and is met with new experiences, some 
	   good--Space Camp--and some bad--getting bullied, by a very mean 
	   girl named Hilary.	  RL:    4.9.  	   ISBN: 1416909079
	   Amelia's bully survival guide …continued
	   Subject:                      Bullies - Fiction.	   Teasing - Fiction.
	   Camps - Fiction.	   School stories.	   Diaries - Fiction.
____________________________________________________________________________________	    		 	
FIC 	Trine, Greg.
TRI 	   The revenge of the McNasty brothers  Greg Trine ; illustrated by 
	Rhode Montijo. -- 1st ed. -- New York : Holt, 2006.
	   138 p. : ill. ; 19 cm.
	 Summary:   As Melvin and Candace continue their crime-fighting work as 
	   superheros, the McNasty Brothers, the McNasty Sisters, and the 
	   school bullies all plot to get even with them.
	   RL:  3.5.       ISBN: 0805078371
	   Web: http:www.loc.govcatdirenhancementsfy06222005013999-b.html
	Subject:
	     Heroes - Juvenile fiction.    Bullying - Juvenile fiction.
	   Schools - Juvenile fiction.         Humorous stories.
_____________________________________________________________________________________	

FIC 	Trine, Greg.
TRI 	   The fake cape caper  Greg Trine ; illustrated by Rhode Montijo. -- 1st 
	    ed. -- New York : Holt, 2007.	   137 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.
	   Summary: Melvin Beederman, superhero in charge of Los Angeles, attends	    
                               Superhero's Convention in Las Vegas, leaving his young sidekick to 
	   keep Los Angeles safe from evil bad guys and bullies.	     RL:   3.9.  
	   Web: http:www.loc.govcatdirtocecip0772006036355.html
	   ISBN: 0805081593
	   Subject:
	   Heroes - Juvenile fiction	   Humorous stories.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Call #: 	Fic Van     Author: 	Van Draanen, Wendelin.
Title: 	Secret identity / by Wendelin Van Draanen ; illustrated by Brian Biggs.
Description: 	138 p. : ill. ; 20 cm.  Series: 	Shredderman ; - 1
Subject: 	Heroes and heroines - Fiction.  Teasing - Fiction.	Bullies - Fiction. School stories.
Summary: 	Fifth-grader Nolan Byrd, tired of being called names by the class bully, has a 
	secret identity--Shredderman!.
Audience: 	3-7.	3.1.
Read. Prog.: 	Accelerated Reader AR  IL: MG  RL: 3.3  PV: 2.0
_____________________________________________________________________________________




FIC 	Winkler, Henry, 1945-.
WIN 	   The life of me : (enter at your own risk)  by Henry Winkler and Lin 
	   Oliver. -- New York : Grosset & Dunlap, c2008.	   186 p. : ill. ; 21 cm.
	   Summary: Hank must decide whether to attend tae kwon do or an after  
    school  reading program run by his favorite teacher, and when he meets an 
	   interesting girl at Reading Gym, he gets into a complicated situation 
	   that even has him lying to his father.  RL:   5.1.     ISBN: 0448443775
	   Subject:
	   Learning disabilities - Fiction.	   Friendship - Fiction.
	   Bullies - Fiction.	   School stories.	   Humorous fiction.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Call #: 	FIC WOJ 
Author: 	Wojciechowski, Susan.
Title: 	Beany and the meany /  Susan Wojciechowski ; illustrated by Susanna Natti.
Description: 	102 p. : ill. ; 22 cm.  © 2005.
Subject: 	Interpersonal relations - Fiction.	Science projects - Fiction.
	Best friends - Fiction.  Friendship - Fiction.  Bullies - Fiction.	School stories.
Add. Author: 	Natti, Susanna, ill.
Summary: 	When Meany's best friend Carol Ann pairs with the new girl at school to 
	create a science project, Beany must work with Kevin the bully.
Audience: 	(R.L:  5.0)  Interest level:  3-6 
_____________________________________________________________________________________


-------------------------------NONFICTION---------------------------------

302.3 	Edwards, Nicola.
EDW 	   Bullying  [by] Nicola Edwards. -- North Mankato, MN : Chrysalis 
	Education, 2003.
	   32 p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm. (Talking about) 
	   Includes index.
	   Explains how, why, when, and where people get bullied as well as 
	   who does the bullying and what can be done about it.
	   3-6.
	   Accelerated Reader AR  IL: LG  RL: 3.7  PV: 0.5  76835
	   ISBN: 193233307X
	
Call #: 	302.3 ROM 
Author: 	Romain, Trevor.
Title: 	Bullies are a pain in the brain /  written and illustrated by Trevor 
	Romain ; edited by Elizabeth erdick.
Publisher: 	Minneapolis : - Free Spirit Pub., - c1997.Description: 	105 p. : ill. ; 18 cm.
Subject: 	Bullies.
Add. Author: 	Verdick, Elizabeth.
Note: 	Includes bibliographical 
	references (p. 95-101).
Summary: 	A serious yet humorous guide to dealing with bullies. Audience: 	4.8

